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Influence of tractor rear axle suspension
on driving safety and comfort
Higher tractor travelling speeds re-
duce driving safety and comfort.
Rear axle suspension can help. In-
vestigations using multi-body si-
mulation show this offers great im-
provements in dynamic properties
during different load conditions.
These determinations applied to
driving in a straight line. Further
investigations are required for in-
formation on the lateral dynamics
of tractors with full suspension.
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The structural change in farming with ex-
panding distances between steading and

field, increases in transport journeys and, not
least, rising numbers of tractors in municipal
work all encourage a change to faster trac-
tors. „Fast“ for tractors means crossing the
60 km/h threshold so that they can then tra-
vel on HGV routes and motorways. With this
relatively high travelling speed for tractors
the non-symmetry of their large volume 
tyres and the associated self-initiated chan-
ges in form as well as their low damping ca-
pacity bring a susceptibility to strong dyna-
mic stresses. This in turn has a negative in-
fluence on driving safety because the vehicle
oscillations can lead to short-term lifting of
the wheels from the road surface. Fitting sus-
pension to both axles offers a way of avoid-
ing such problems. To investigation driving
characteristics of tractors with full suspen-
sion a multi-body simulation model was 
developed at the Institute for Agricultural
Machinery and Oil Hydraulics, TU Berlin
within the remit of a DFG project. This de-
monstrated the improvement potential of two
axles with suspension compared with front
axle suspension alone.

The requirement 

First aim was conception of possible rear
axle suspension variants with regard to fit-
ting requirements and then to optimise those
regarding suspension and damping characte-
ristics so that afterwards the driving pro-
perties of the tractors could be investigated
under different load conditions and driving
speeds. Wheel loading factor RLF and the
proven driver seat acceleration RMSSitz were
evaluation criteria. In the process of the in-
vestigations a conflict in aims emerged in
that one optimum solution relating to driving
safety brought with it only a limited reduc-
tion in the demands on the driver through vi-
bration, and vice versa. A further target for
the theoretical work must therefore be disco-
vering a rear axle suspension solution offer-
ing the best possible answer to both de-
mands.
Simulation model and method

Starting off with real „Trac 160s“ from
Doppstadt, a multi-body model was first of
all prepared for the vehicle without rear axle
suspension. For determining specifications
and geometrical data of the individual con-
struction modules, the vehicle was represen-
ted in detail in the CAD program Pro/En-
gineer. For some construction modules the
moments of inertia were determined through
weighing and free-swinging. Where not 
known, individual test stand trials were used
to determine the performances of force-ab-
sorbing elements (rubber absorbers, axle
suspension/dampers and tyres). On the basis
of this data the multi-body simulation pro-
gram DADS from LMS was used to develop
a simulation model for the Trac160 and ve-
rify it through driving tests.

After it had been proven that the model
conformed sufficiently to the real tractor the
rigid rear axle in the model was replaced
with a rear axle with suspension. From the
possible variants two rigid axles with sus-
pension as well as a construction with single
wheel independent suspension were invol-
ved in further analyses. These axle concep-
tions were constructed in Pro/Engineer and
then implemented in the MKS model. 

Using the simulation model it was then
possible with the assistance of evolution
strategies to investigate the driving pro-
perties of the different tractor variants under
the load situations „empty vehicle“, „front“,
„rear“ and „fully“ ballasted, as well as under
different driving speeds when travelling
straight ahead.

Results

Used for evaluating driving characteristics
were the acceleration of the driver seat 
RMSSitz calculated according to ISO 2631
and the wheel load factor RLF. The wheel 
load factor pertains to driving safety and is
the quotient from static and dynamic wheel
load. The influence of both criteria alters
with driving speed. Whereas at high speeds
the driving safety (smaller wheel load factor)
is of decisive importance, a good standard of
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comfort is required in the range of lower
driving speeds (smaller RMS value). For
this, a criterion has been developed that con-
cerns both driving security and driving com-
fort with different weighting applied to both
parameters in relationship to the driving
speed. The target function Z, to be minimi-
sed through optimising, is described
through:

Z = fs•RLFnorm + fK•RMSnorm (1)
RLFnorm and RMSnorm are weighting criteria
standardized according to the respective li-
miting value and fS as well as fK the speed-
dependent weighting factors.

RLFnorm = RLF/RLFGrenz;
RMSnorm = RMSSitz/RMSSitz,Grenz (2)

Unacceptable values were selected as limita-
tions for RLF and RMSSitz. For the wheel 
load factor this was RLFGrenz = 0.33 and for
the weighted seat acceleration RMSSitz,Grenz =
1.7 m/s2. Through this it was possible to si-
multaneously award a single weighting for
two parameters with different dimensions. 

With all vehicle variants the parameters
for the front and rear axle suspensions were
first of all optimised according to equation 1
with the help of the target function. The fol-
lowing simulation procedure then investiga-
ted the driving characteristics of the vehicles
fitted with the different axle variants in as-
sociation with driving speed and different
loadings.

In figure 1 the progression of the wheel 
load factors on both axles in association with
driving speed is shown for a vehicle with
front axle suspension as well as for an un-
ballasted vehicle with rear axle suspension.
As suspension activation was used an artifi-
cially generated driving surface profile re-
presenting a field way. The comparison of
the wheel load factors for the rear axle with
and without rear axle suspension emphasi-
zed the important role of rear axle suspen-
sion in increasing driving safety whereas,
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under the same loads, no significant diffe-
rence was noted as far as the front axle was
concerned. The safety gain with rear axle
suspension was especially noticeable at high
driving speeds.

When comparing the wheel load factors
determined through the speed range for the
different loadings (fig. 2) the advantages of
suspension on both axles were clearly 
showed. In particular where load was lifted
off one axle through ballasting, full suspen-
sion led to an increase in driving security in
this axle. Also involved in the comparison
were values from a tractor with both axles
without suspension. 

Figure 3 shows the evaluation of the simu-
lations with regard to driving comfort. Al-
though seat suspension was done without in
the tractor variants with full suspension the
resultant comfort lay clearly under that 
found in the variants with
front axle suspension and
seat suspension. This applied
for the total speed range.
Front axle suspension on its
own in association with dri-
ver seat suspension impro-
ved driving comfort only to a
limited extent, however.
Alongside the vertical dynamic pro-

perties, lateral dynamic forces have a sub-
stantial influence on driving security when
tractors with full suspension are driven at
higher speeds. So far, reliable evaluation me-
thod exists for the lateral dynamics of trac-
tors and for the tyre performance values ne-
cessary for theoretical investigations in this
respect. For this reason only limited investi-
gations into the behaviour of tractors with
full suspension in curves was attempted
within this work. What was done showed that
the horizontal axis stabilizer had a strong in-
fluence on the self-steering capability. Espe-
cially with one-side ballasting (front or rear
ballast) handling was shown to alter drama-
tically according to the position of the stabi-
liser and further investigations on this theme
are urgently required.
Fig. 1: Comparison of wheel load factors at front and rear axle of an
unloaded vehicle according to driving speed
Fig. 2: Comparison of
wheel load factors

determined in associati-
on with driving speed at

the a) front and b) rear
axle
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the
weighted seat acceleration in

association with driving speed
in  tractors with different

suspension
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